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VIEWPOINT CHARACTERS 

EYDA, an aging widow once known as Deina, and the 
teller of the Enok saga. ( Present ) 

ELISHAN, an ethereal Watcher. ( Present ) 

ENOK, a young Elim enslaved by the Zmee. The story’s 
main protagonist and eventual husband of Eyda. ( Past ) 

ZAKON, a crimson Zmee bull. Enok’s nemesis. ( Past ) 

HATAN, a powerful aquatic yeti-like Wahoona. The 
young Enok’s guardian. ( Past ) 

PUZO, a yashurakh (or yash’kh), a great marine dragon 
friendly to Enok. ( Past ) 
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EPISODE 1

OLD MAA ‡

The return of a long-lost son upends the daily routines of an 
aging recluse. Confronted by the discovery of grandchildren 

who know nothing of their heritage, she relents to a saga of 
bygone days.

“Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna!” 
The chanting was now a frenzied chorus. The climax was 

near. It could end only one way now, and the worshipers 
were eager for it, needing it. Plumes of incense clouded the torch-lit 
cavern, draping horror in mystery and magnifying the terror. 

Splayed across a sacrificial slab before a towering robed statue 
of the Twain Goddess, a young Deina thrashed helplessly. Hoarse 
impotent barks were all that remained of her screams. Her numb 
tongue and parched mouth refused to make a sound. They had 
slipped her yahl root to make her compliant. They must have. And 
though her head swam weakening against the intoxicating torrent, 
her spirit held defiant of any submission by the flesh.

“Ma’nuna: thou womb of the gods, thou weaver of souls, she 
and he, two in one, both and neither. Ma’nuna!” cried a priestess 
ecstatically. 

“Hearken thy heart to the swiftening drums!” howled a priest. 
“Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna! Come forth!”
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EPISODE 2

THE HEAVEN BELOW ‡

In the invisible realms, beings guarding the marshland tribe are 
startled by a strange device and an emissary for whom Eyda’s 

story telling seems key … The Old Maa of the marshlands begins 
her tale of Enok’s time among the serpents of Zoar.

The muted echo, the fleeting shadow, the sudden chill 
might well give cave dwellers cause for wonder, to ponder 
worlds beyond their burrow; but sounds and shadows, 
however wondrous, make feeble emissaries and demit to eternal 
puzzlement a far greater, richer reality.

So great the gulf between all they have known and the vastness 
beyond! Only revelation could bridge it.

This was hardly the first time Elishan mused upon present 
parallels, recalling those eons long past in a distant heaven when 
his people were the watched, and their own transfiguration a future 
glory that few had suspected. And now the principal difference 
between his ‘ascended’ kind and Eyda’s was that he could traverse 
some realities without physically moving, like ascending a musical 
scale. At a higher frequency, a higher energy level, one became a 
whisper and a shade, a thing beyond the apprehension of Eyda’s 
‘cave dwellers;’ but in the ascending, colors waned as the thought-
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EPISODE 3

HOLLOW VICTORY

A lone of all his kind on an island of the Zmee, a captive young 
Elim ponders a lonely future as a slave now that his only 

friend could be leaving forever. A simple strategy game with an 
unexpected visitor, however, becomes the catalyst for a very 

different destiny.

It was a new sensation, this tickling. The flimsy first 
whiskers of his nascent beard stirred in the easterly zephyrs. 
Land’s Breath, they called it, that gentle summer force that 
nudged the mists of yesternight. It came moist and sweet, and laced 
as much with imagination as the aromas of far-flung shores. 

Dawn was the time to savor it, for by mid-morning the stronger 
and drier mistrals of Sea Broom would sweep away all redolence 
of anything exotic. By evening, the cycle would complete as low-
lying mists rolled in from the sea, enshrouding the island in a two-
fold darkness, leaving only some summits exposed to the stars. Such 
was Enok’s world: Zoar Island, home of the Zmee.

Breaking dawn was Enok’s favorite time of day, and on a 
bluff with arcing vistas of endless ocean, he welcomed anew that 
gladdening orb. Lids closed, and with hands for wings and fingers 
for feathers, he partook of that gentle breeze while soaring with 
his mind’s eye across the foaming blue desert toward the face of 
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EPISODE 4 

ENMITY ETERNAL

An old enemy thrashes Enok. The painful lesson is that not just 
his peaceful existence but his very life is in jeopardy, and he 

becomes resigned to the fact that his only hope for survival is not 
in escape but in universal acceptance.

Brightly hued mazes of coral ringed Zoar Island like 
a barricade, forming a refuge for myriads of dazzling fish, 
nudibranchs, turtles, and lesser dragons — a cordon that 
neither the great lumbering terrors of the deep or the swifter long-
necked porpoises could penetrate. 

Between the reef and distant shore of this haven floated a series 
of captive islets that drifted endlessly with the tide, colliding and 
recombining, separating and dissolving. These breakaway growths 
of the eastern weedwaters were the Breakfast Islands. The largest of 
these was now to be found near the tip of the southern peninsula 
that Enok called home.

A densely tangled network of a licorice weed called khasha 
buoyed the islet from below, while verdant tubular leaves of ghaazli 
carpeted it above. The Breakfast Islands were the result of two very 
different plants thriving only in each other’s company, creating 
an edible habitat studded with pools of a nectar that allowed 
coastal succulents and berry bush to colonize these roving shores.  
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EPISODE 6

I, ENOK

Enok’s attempt to prove his equality with Zmee yields completely 
unintended results … Meanwhile, a chance event gives the 

Zeruhawi cabal a way to further their cause and rid Zoar of Enok 
in a stroke.

For two six-days, Enok had planned and planned again 
every nuance of this action. Jin-jin and Snei were now wound 
fast to the bench and unable to follow. By staying put, a 
dozen dreary futures sought to smother him, but now his downhill 
momentum quashed all indecision and committed everything to 
wild and crazy faith. 

On the dais, the exasperated Convener of Ceremonies kept wav-
ing the gong mallet emphatically, repeatedly pleading for the last 
candidate, that ‘Firstling of Self,’ to finally make herself known. 

“The parchments were in such tiny writing and void of any 
imprimatur. Who is the supervising Oracle? Of which school? This 
is highly improper! Will none come forward?” 

Rising chants of “Stargazer! Stargazer!” and “Make her an 
Oracle! Not just some Venerable!” from rowdy Northerners turned 
to peals of outrage as they sighted Enok. Nervous glances sideways 
told him few routes were free of their red-and-black.

“Odious beast!” growled one.
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EPISODE 7

THE NEVER-KISS

While leaving some cryptic clues as to his imminent future, 
Hrazul bids Enok farewell before departing on her 

pilgrimage. However, events beyond their control ensure they 
will never enjoy each other’s company again.

Enok woke laminated with sweat and perplexed by 
his body’s strange independence. The haunting eyes of his 
dreams had teased him yet again in the dark and with the 
usual messy effects. The sweet exudation of flowers, the soft brown 
lips, the wild hair, and the spectral erogenous touch had set afire 
the lower reaches, stirring something visceral and nameless, urging 
him to climb the very treetop and shout his name to the night. 

Instead, he descended the roost and ran, ran along the beach 
until even the most stubborn stars had winked farewell; until sea 
and sky glowed coral with the dawn; ran panting until exhaustion 
before quenching himself in the surf.

These dream-bidden emissions, were they harmful? Was he ill? 
Were Zoia’s daily tonics a poison? Whom could he ask? And what 
or whose were those almond-shaped eyes that continued to remain 
so elusive? Conjuring them over Hrazul’s beatific snout proved 
fruitless, for they had not the soul of serpent’s nor of anything from 
memory.
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EPISODE 8

KINDRED OF THE DARK

On an elevated bluff, Zakon takes stock of the murder scene 
below … Oblivious to the onlookers, Enok tracks the slayer 

to its lair and discovers survivors of a shipwreck, both Zmee and 
Elim alike.

The Sha-Noa peninsula abounded with all manner of 
exotic beasts, sweet-fruiting vines, and flowering or aromatic 
plants imported by local Mapmakers and Biotists from their 
many expeditions. Four successive generations had rendered it a 
comparatively alien landscape. Though exotic flowers were now 
widely cultivated, much of what lived or grew here was found 
nowhere else on the island. 

Since access here was so strictly controlled, Zakon couldn’t 
help but wonder what secret treasures these plants possessed that 
the Azhakh-Na wanted for themselves. Hypnotics? Tranquilizers? 
Toxins? Any new poison would come in handy.

And this southernmost extremity was buffeted by winds of all 
sorts by night as well as by day: Land’s Breath, Sea Broom, Night’s 
Kiss, Star Wash. This bluff was a flyer’s delight! But even with the 
Broom now in full blow, his tendrils caught whiff of a bittersweet 
scent, and one unmistakably Ish. Evidently, Hrazul and her beast 
spent much time here together.



EPISODE 9

WEB oF IRON

A drugged and imprisoned Enok receives a visit from Hrazul’s 
egg-bearer, who informs him of the coming inquest … 

Meanwhile, the Zeruhawi conspire to create an incident with the 
barbarous giant as its centerpiece.

Pain: it was the first of signs and worst of signs that life 
yet beat within. Each fresh stroke of pounding head and 
throbbing eyes reinforced the thought: 

i’m not dead. i’m not dead. 
One eye opened thinly, more intrepid than its equal. By first 

impressions, he was hard against a smooth sandstone wall. It yawned 
like a dark and windswept beach, smooth and boundless. Everything 
else was a blur, gyrating, pulsating, a confusion of shadow and light. 
Only the wall seemed real. It was cool, solid, eternal.

keep still, fool. peRhaps the pain will suBside.
Light. Shadow. Light again. 
How long had he been standing like this? Was he even really 

standing? 
He remembered Zakon’s felling blow. And if all that remained 

was a severed head, for how long could it see or think? Maybe this 
is how it felt to die, not all at once, but like waves ebbing with the 
tide. As surroundings came slowly into focus, the pressing world 
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EPISODE 10

NAAMA

Enok becomes fascinated by the female shipwreck survivor and 
realizes that his people aren’t the brutish savages Zmee have 

long proclaimed them to be … Hrazul’s egg-bearer suggests a 
possible means of escape, but for Enok alone.

The cell, Enok observed in a lonely moment gone, had 
been carved high into a precipice of sandstone, the roost of a 
myriad of cliff-dwelling twitterlings. 

It seemed about early morning now. On the floor by a window 
with his hands about his knees, he stared absently upon the narrow 
vista of a dark jade sea and ruby sands of a sheltered cove. Its lazy 
waters were redolent of seaweed and the rut musk of reef dragons, 
so he found himself grateful for the bed’s camphor odors.

Darksome beaches dotted most of Zoar’s coastline except near his 
southern hometown of Zu’u-Shoran and especially its promontory. 
There, fine golden sand squeaking between his toes was far more 
inviting than the rubies and charcoals of elsewhere. He was thus 
north of the isthmus in any one of the four coastal cities. 

Even the worst of Mapmakers should have some sense of where 
they were. Normally, he could orient himself from some familiar 
landmark or the passage of the Greater Light across the sky, but the 
view from the cell afforded little of these, and that made deducing 
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EPISODE 11

THE CRUCIBLE OF NOW

Enok finds himself paralyzed with indecision at the most crucial 
moment of his life … The giant youth frees himself, and with 

catastrophic consequences … An elevated Zakon sentences 
Naama and Enok to death.

Zu’u-Shoran had seemed so grand as a boy, but now, by 
comparison, the world of the isthmus seemed barely a village. 
This new city was so much larger on every scale, crowded, 
and teeming with life. For the small-town visitor, the smolder of 
distant alchemy rendered it all the more unsettling.

For visitors to the south, Enok was more a novelty than the 
Prime Mapmaker’s servant, and he was kept so busy as to be rarely 
sighted at all. Among the locals of Zu’u-Shoran, however, whether 
he was skittering along with parchments, trimming among the 
espaliers, or stomping in the ink vats, his presence only merited the 
fleeting glance one might spare upon some transient bird. There, 
he was as much a fixture as its tidal blowhole, its coppered rotunda, 
or its great festive kites. He was a slave whose diligent labors had 
earned him at least some tolerance as benign. And there was some 
comfort in knowing that even indolents forced to remedial slavery 
ranked lower than he. Wherever this new city was, though, he was 
none of those here.
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EPISODE 12

WAKE, YE LIVING 
STONES

A relic of a lost age comes dazzlingly and unexpectedly to 
life … Enok realizes that the boy-giant is not of his own race 

after all … Zakon experiences firsthand the ancient forces of the 
Ascending Way, and is shocked by what he finds.

Most Zmee had fled for dear skin and few now remained 
on the common. Refugees from Chiruk’s rampage crowded 
nearby rooftops and the distant shrieks of frantic serpents 
were a telling reminder that its massive aquiline beak was still 
wreaking havoc somewhere in the city.

The High Wisdom lay crumpled at the base of the almanac, 
blood-spattered but clearly alive. Her headpiece was intact, but 
her great gilt frill-necked mask had been ripped from her face and 
broken. The features long hidden from public view twitched feebly 
in her vain attempt to rise. 

«Help … me.»
Enok was amazed. If not for the heavier tendrils, he would have 

mistaken her for a youngster! Sure, her length and membranes were 
elder-dark, but her complexion was smooth and verdant bright, 
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EPISODE 13

WATERSHED

Enok formulates a plan of escape while becoming stirred by 
the realization that Naama isn’t just some fresh companion 

but a female … The news that Enok’s mistress is the traitor who 
freed the giant Ish leaves Zakon confused and more suspicious 

than ever. 

A renowned twilight feature of many coastal cantons 
was the mass congregation of twitterlings. Like twirling 
smoke-cloud, thousands of the gray little avians swooped 
in endlessly shifting formation until finally roosting, all chirping 
maddeningly at their cliffside burrows. 

Unfortunately, the Zmee holding cell had been hewn amidst 
their colony. Tonight especially, several had flown in through the 
windows, disoriented, darting about with piercing shrieks and 
pooping almost everywhere. 

Enok had exhausted himself in swatting them out, and now 
was pacing and muttering angrily, tormented even further by 
revelations and regret. What a fool he had been, unwittingly playing 
into Zeruhawi hands! The Zmee had always needed a legal basis 
for dealing with him, and ironically, it was only because of their 
own law that Ukhaz, that maleficent Chief Oracle of Law, had been 
unable to touch him.
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EPISODE 14

FUGITIVES

Enok and Naama escape, but an error of judgment ruins their 
plan. An alternative presents itself, but it means back tracking 

through the city in broad daylight, pursued by Zakon’s infamous 
j’Na-Zeru troops.

Enok woke to a jolt. Oracle Zoia was shaking him, saying, 
“Drink this, Egg of the Ish. It will strengthen you. Up now, 
and gird yourself.”

Awareness came only slowly. He was on the floor by the windows, 
head on a makeshift pillow with its corner in his mouth. But Zoia 
was dead, wasn’t she? It had been only a dream, and yet so incredibly 
vivid. Even the bitter taste of her tonics was still on his tongue. 

He rose groggily, yawning as he hung his leaden head from a 
window. It was not yet light, and bright Zeruha shone like a distant 
lantern through a hazy remnant of Star Wash. Above the redolence 
of seaweed, thaakh blossoms laced the pre-dawn air. Neither 
zephyr nor yash’kh stirred on the beach below. It was deathly calm, 
unnatural. 

The breaking of surf, the chirrup of zhaga, the night cries of 
zhrat, a plume-wing’s warbling salute to the dawn: how he missed 
the sounds of home. However, now was hardly the time for being 
melancholy. It was time to outwit that schemer Zakon. 
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EPISODE 15

PYRAMID OF STARS

While distraught that the reliquary has been ransacked, and 
all traces of his lost identity gone, Enok stumbles upon a 

secret chamber that has waited since history’s dawn to share 
secrets beyond imagining. 

Outside, the Reliquary formed a stark and glistening 
mountain. Inside, it was gloomy, cold, and eerie. A soft 
phosphorescent glow seemed to emanate from everywhere 
but the floor. It was barely enough for the eyes, so Enok marveled 
by hand at its smooth masonic precision. 

Massive stone blocks with almost imperceptible joins formed a 
broad triangular corridor, as best as he could tell. Shafts had been 
sculpted into the ‘walls’ as if designed to showcase something, or 
perhaps conceal it. These stood brooding like sentinels, semicircular, 
shadowy, empty.

The amazon had inched warily up the passageway until she had 
disappeared from sight and sound but had now returned, slumping 
into one of the alcoves with a groan.

“There’s no one here but us,” she muttered before angrily elbow-
ing the wall. “But we’re still in a race against the boat, and all we 
can do is pretend to be a carcass until that commotion outside dies 
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EPISODE 16

LORD OF ZOAR

A deputation offers Zakon supreme power in Zoar … Enok 
awakes in a forest to discover he has been unconscious for 

over half a day. Moreover, thanks to Naama, a dear ally he had 
presumed dead is found to be alive.

Ancient arboreal giants ringed the Lagoon of Souls. 
It was early evening, low tide, and the ocean was peculiarly 
calm. Massive ceremonial torches dotted the beach like great 
tree stumps ablaze, and Zakon lay pensively coiled beneath the 
flame of one, tormented by the sight of nearly three dozen pyres 
staining the sea in shimmering pools of coral and gold like a garland 
of sunsets.

The smoke of crematory spices formed a ghostly veil upon the 
water. Its perfume was pungent and heady, almost intoxicating. 
It numbed the tendrils, deadening both bitterness and niggling 
regret. Mourners could meditate stoically now, in silence, free of 
bothersome passion. 

all things come to an end, Zakon brooded. people. cultuRes. 
peRhaps even woRlds.

He had never considered himself political like the Zeruhawi, or 
religious like the Azhakh-Na, but some occasions would remain 
forever sacred, and the death of a lifelong mentor would surely be 



EPISODE 17

ZOIA’S DEBT

Enok’s former mistress suggests a wildly different plan of escape 
that will recover the lost time. Unfortunately, they have to 

brave the city yet again and enter Xira’s personal domain. The 
plan succeeds but at a terrible cost.

“Her!”
Such was the venom in Zoia’s utterance, and so unexpected, 

that Enok was left momentarily stunned, and no less so than 
if she had physically struck him.

“If not for her I would still be in the cell, or left rotting for the 
crabs,” Enok shot back. “You are far too harsh in your judgment, 
Oracle!”

The rejoinder was equally swift. “And you are too hasty with 
yours.”

The silence between them thickened. His old mistress eyed him 
warily, wanting to speak yet somehow unable. Her great eyelids 
were droopy and her tendrils leaden, only by shades less haggard 
than death. 

What was the source of her antipathy toward Naama, surely 
nothing as simple as jealousy? In the end, he felt ashamed. He had 
never before raised words against Zoia. The tension had grown so 
palpable that he bowed reflexively in appeasement, but clumsily.
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EPISODE 18

ODIUM

Zakon deduces the theft of his sky-boat, and his coronation 
ends disastrously as judgment falls upon Xira’s compound … 

Hopelessly adrift in a stolen balloon, Enok and Naama realize 
that they have no way to land.

Zakon had hastened to Xira’s compound prepared 
for anything but this! Rarely had he seen such chaos. The 
compound blazed with bonfires like another mass funeral. 
That bravura of Oracles that had beckoned him hither was now 
disheveled beyond recognition and in complete disarray. Though 
others had swelled their ranks, it was impossible now to distinguish 
Oracles from commoners, for nearly every vestige of office had 
been abandoned or scorched beyond recognition. 

Nearby, a copper-helmed j’Na-Zeru argued with an obstinate 
youngling who seemed intent on dousing the flames with her bucket. 
Elsewhere, others were setting the grassland perimeter alight, 
scavenging the khwatl corral for its fuel. White curls of smoke 
drifted slowly eastwards across the clearing. There was hardly a 
breathable patch of air anywhere. There was but one remaining 
haven, Xira’s grand rotunda.

He had barely entered the atrium when the j’Na-Zeru and the 
youngling leapt frantically after him, fleeing a rampaging khwatl.



EPISODE 19

SERPENT IN THE SKY

While ensnared in the forest canopy, rescue comes by the 
great paws of a figure from Enok’s forgotten past … Later, 

nearing their destination, hostile pursuers overtake the fugitives. 
In a daring aerial counterattack, disaster engulfs them all.

The all-encompassing mists of Night’s Kiss had long 
since been swept ahead by Star Wash. The air was crisp, 
visibility was fast improving, and dawn’s ruddy glow made 
glorious a watery horizon. To the north, the Gha-Ghara cordillera 
rimmed the graceful arc of the Bay of Fires. There, deep in the 
island’s bowels, molten earth bubbled, and the smoke of Zmee 
forges rose in columns to strike some invisible ceiling and dissipate 
in great sprays to the east. To the south lay the broad golden beaches 
of Zu’u-Shoran, and beyond its isthmus rose towering Oush, that 
lonely mountain of the Sha-Noa peninsula.

The fugitives and their stolen balloon had left the majestic thaakh 
forest with its ancient sky-rending giants far behind. Stretching 
wide beneath them now were the Claw Lakes, long swamps of mint-
leaved paper-barks shrouded in an endless miasma of vapors. But 
last night’s sailing had gone anything but smoothly. Skimming the 
forest with barely a cubit to spare, the cradle had repeatedly collided 
with treetops. Once, Naama had held her fellow fugitive dangling 
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EPISODE 20 

NEMESIS‡

Eyda’s storytelling is cruelly interrupted by her son Sess’s wife, 
a beautiful titan who is quite the opposite of the monstrous 

ogres of her stories. Feeling humiliated and unwanted, Eyda 
renounces storytelling forever.

The Greater Light was ardent in the sky, well beyond 
the second shadow marker, with midday soon approaching. 
Admittedly, Eyda’s excursion through the ‘Pyramid of Stars’ 
was a story unto itself, and perhaps better left as themes for Temple 
Day singers. At this point in the story, though, it was hard to 
imagine that scenes of Enok flying headlong into danger could be 
anything but boring. Nevertheless, a huddle of snickering boys at 
the rear of the open-air classroom had broken her momentum. The 
young faces that had earlier been so earnest were now wounding 
her with simple inattention.

The tattooed boy, Ab, had lassoed one of the colossal marshland 
dragonflies. It was more than half his size and was circling furiously 
overhead. Roping them was easy enough, but restraining these 
winged monsters took near-adult strength. This Ab was far stronger 
than he looked and it astonished his companions.

shoRt attention spans: they’Re only childRen, afteR all, Eyda 
consoled herself with the thought.
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EPISODE 21 

THE VISITATION‡

Ab and his sisters visit their chagrined Old Maa by night to 
coax out the story’s conclusion … A visitation from The El 

upon the Watchers and the Imperial Emissary surprises them all 
with new orders. The storytelling must never cease.

Dry, slow-burning fuel was increasingly harder to come 
by lately. Now all Eyda had was spent as she yielded her last 
to the embers of an earlier fire. Lamek’s elder sons were the 
local wood cutters. Rafting upriver for pine cones, pitch, and logs 
was routine, but they had been gone for an age, and no word had 
come downriver. Perhaps they’d been caught in a logjam, for it was 
surely the season for it. Even so, the entire village of Ai-Lamek was 
worried for other hamlets too had reported missing merchants and 
were resorting to old burlap or animal dung for fuel. 

But there was equal cause for rejoicing. The way her son Mati 
had been grinning with his chief scribe today, a deal had been 
struck and there would soon be a wedding. It would be nice to have 
her favorite family together again for the happy event. Oh, there 
would be music, dancing, and feasting! 

Actually, Lamek was hosting a feast this very night. He had 
always been such a hoarder, and his longhouses wanted for nothing. 
He, at least, was sure to have plenty of fuel. 
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EPISODE 22

DEADLY GROTTO

Freezing in an underground river, Enok comes perilously close 
to being eaten alive … In pursuing scavengers for the stolen 

emerald, luck grants Zakon a final chance to slay his quarry and 
save the secrets of Zoar.

Enok’s last memory was one of flying, tumbling headlong 
through a green sky. There was a mighty SMACK! and then:

Nothing.

It was pain that finally woke him. He had been worsted in a conflict 
with some unyielding tree, as every sinew cried. And a jagged spur 
had torn his thigh. The gash stung madly at a touch, and he prayed 
it wasn’t as grave as it felt.

It was a confusing world that came next into focus. Everything 
was gyrating. Riots of orchids and bromeliads in the forks of nearby 
trees were a mesmerizing anodyne as they all swung from side to 
side. And he shuddered at columns of green ants busily snaking 
their way up trees. He so hated tree ants.

The muted roar of water formed an enigmatic backdrop. The 
mist the jungle had sponged overnight cascaded now in either 
rivulets up tree trunks or came shooting like streams of darts at 
targets above that just wouldn’t keep steady. The Zmee called this 
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EPISODE 23

DRAGON BOAT

Zakon becomes overwhelmed by his most terrifying enemy 
ever … Surprised by bestial allies, Enok intercepts the Dragon 

Boat but hauls aboard a lifeless Naama. Remembering the 
Reliquary vision, he perceives a way to revive her.

Submerged like a preying caiman, and with consummate 
stealth, Zakon stalked the fugitive downriver to the cave’s 
exit. He was poised to strike — so ready to strike.

no, wait! 
Something else stirred in the light beyond. Great Zulyi! The 

ambush! The barbarian female was directly ahead! 
Lifted tendrils tasted the air, detecting a musk so reminiscent of 

Ur-Atu’s broody host. Was this Isha carrying an egg? Its coloration 
was subtly different from the male’s. Bands of heat ringed its chest 
and belly, appearing spectacularly warm precisely where the male 
was not.

“Kill it! Kill it!” a much younger Zakon had heard a pregnant Isha 
cry.

Coiled about a great wooden pike like some roast, tormented, 
humiliated, and steeled against the desecration of his flesh, he had 
wept at the sight of his colony burning.



EPISODE 24

WOMB OF GODS‡

Eyda is secretly visited by Sess’s other wives, who warn of the 
impending doom. She discovers for herself the ominous nature 

of Sess’s children, one that will change the world forever … While 
sharing the pain of a thousand-thousand worlds, Legate Uriel 

discloses more of deir mission.

Scree-ee-ee-eech.
Squawk-honk!
Scree-ee-ee-eech.
Squawk-honk!
Fang-swans had descended noisily with posturing and bonding-

calls upon a distal outcrop of the Moud. The thicketed, solitary 
islet teemed with fish and frogs in its shallows, and made a perfect 
nesting ground. This territory included a high-domed, ornately 
thatched hut encircled by flagstone yards that centuries of traffic 
had polished. Unfortunately for Eyda, this remote edge of the 
archipelago that now drew these swans had long been her private 
abode.

Eyes crusty with sad and vivid dreams, a wakening Eyda won-
dered how anyone could ever sleep through such a racket. Frankly, 
they couldn’t! This was all Sha-Noa’s fault. Hadn’t she had warned 
him time and again to never feed the swans?
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EPISODE 25

SON OF YARED

Aboard the boat of Zmee pilgrims, Enok contemplates the 
strangeness of his past, the promise of the future, and the 

daunting burden of that knowledge.

From beneath an upturned lighter at the low-lying 
stern of the Dragon Boat, there was precious little view of 
the world that Enok had known. The Greater Light was so 
high in the sky and out of sight that he could scarcely estimate the 
time. His best guess is that a watch had passed since he had hauled 
them both aboard. Luckily, the same kind of webbing that had 
saved them earlier also secured the barges. Its modest elasticity had 
allowed for just enough of a gap to crawl to safety and drag the bulk 
of Naama after him.

He lay nestled now against her unconscious form with his head 
propped on an elbow, watching each rise and fall of her breast with 
grateful eyes. She had been in such a state once before, and he was 
confident she would recover. Her physical resilience was nothing 
short of amazing. It was curious, though — wasn’t it? — that her 
journeys to and from the island should be so alike.

And here it was again, he thought, that tantalizing evanescent 
symmetry of life. Was it the signature of some unseen hand, and 
possibly of destiny?
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DENOUEMENT

INTO THE LIGHT‡

Wheezing to an expected end, a spent and broken Hatan is 
comforted by a Son of Heaven. But are the images real or 
merely imagined? And is death to be his fate or life?

There is a season for everything under the heavens, 
and the great cycles that drove the stars and the Lesser Light, 
and the wind-blown clouds that streaked across them, were 
witness now to the end of Hatan’s season as an exile. And this cycle 
was surely to be his last, for he would soon be little more than a 
corpse. 

Against knotty roots carpeting the edge of a brook, the mighty 
Wahoona lay broken and spent, not only unmoving but unable to 
move, and with eyes fixed helplessly at the stark reflection in the 
brook of his ruined fortress as dawn brought its remnants to light. 

Hatan — Mighty Ceder, as the First Father of the Ish had named 
him at the dawn of all things — was going the way of all flesh, and 
the forest had wept him a requiem through the night. The hooting 
of the night-howlers, the cawing of the zhrat, the croaking of the 
great canopy toads had seemed all the more melodic than he could 
ever remember. He had known them all and loved all of them in 
place of the family he had missed so much.

family!
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GLOSSARY

Note: stressed vowels are indicated with diacritics. Exotic words 
are accompanied by an IPA transliteration. 

For additional details about races, geographies, lexicons, or simply 
for a handy on-line “who’s who,” please visit the mobile-responsive 
companion glossary at www.lostworldtributes.media/universe 

A
Ab — æb 

A god or demigod: Tattooed son of Surai and Sess.
Ab-Séthi — æb ˈsɛθɪ 

Society: An insular and oft-ridiculed tribe devoted to preserving the oral 
histories of the First Parents. Archaic devotees of The El.

Acolyte 
Society: A live-in student of a Zmee of the Venerable class.

Akád, Akádians — æˈkæd 
Society: A multi-species society of Elim and others who are the pawns of 
the para-human Anaki, whom they worship as gods. 

Álazar — ˈæləzɑː 
A Zmee: ‘Gray-face,’ First Disciple of the High Wisdom.

Anáki — æˈnɑːkɪ 
Society: ‘Sons of the Gods.’ Para-human offspring of The Fallen (gods) 
and females of the Elim and other terrestrial races. 

Ava-Bába — ˌʌvʌ ˌbʌbʌ 
See: Enok


